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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Bone is a complex connective tissue comprising the 
skeletal system of most vertebrates. As is the case with 
other tissues, the physiological responses of bone are con
stantly being altered or regulated by bioelectric poten
tials. These potentials transmit environmental stimuli to 
bone which, in turn, responds to these stimuli within the 
limitations of its inherent genetic program. Since colla
genous tissues such as cartilage, tendon, and bone continu
ally generate strain-related potentials, these tissues can 
modify their architecture in response to the mechanical 
load (Williams, 1974; Bassett, 1968). The ability of live 
bone to remodel its architecture in order to meet function
al demands was recognized as early as 1892 by J. Wolff.
The nature of the response to the mechanical load normally 
is such that in any given bone osteoporosis and osteogene
sis will occur simultaneously in different regions of the 
bone. These kinds of physiological activities can be deter
mined by examining the internal and/or external structure 
of bone as well as by observing processes such as bone 
development, mineralization, growth, resorption, and repair. 
When a bone is examined in this manner, it is evident that
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the overall effect of strain-related potentials generated 
by mechanical usage is to modify the architecture and pat
tern of bone growth. Hence, it can be stated that the
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physiological responses and morphology of bone reflect its 
mechanical usage, anatomical function, and state of matur
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t, Ki ", '*> Bone tissue is mainly composed of an interstitial
: f ' calcified organic matrix in which mature bone ceils called 

osteocytes are imbedded. Primitive cells called osteo
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blasts regulate bone formation, alignment, and calcifica
tion initially by secreting this organic matrix around 
themselves. Minerals such as calcium phosphate and calcium 
carbonate are deposited secondarily in this organic matrix 
as hydroxyapatite crystals. The organic components render 
bone elastic and resilient, while the inorganic minerals 
make it hard. The organic matrix accounts for 38% of the 
dry bone weight and is composed mainly of collagen fibers.
In addition there is a mucopolysaccharide called chondroitin
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sulfate (ground substance) which adheres to the collagen 
fibers. Although the physiological role of the ground

isubstance is unknown, it is postulated that it assists in 
the calcification of collagen (Ham, 1961). It is the 
arrangement of the collagen fibers within the organic 
matrix which determines the ultimate shape of bone (Ham, 
1961).
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Bone tissue may be either mature or immature de
pendent on its state of development or according to its
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location in an adult bone. Small amounts of immature bone 
are observed in most mature bones since the latter are 
being remodeled constantly by osteoporosis and osteogenesis. 
Fetal and young juvenile bones are called immature because 
they consist of proportionately more collagen and less 
ground substance and minerals than adult bones; conse
quently, the former are softer and more pliable than the 
latter. Furthermore, the organic matrix of immatqre bone
is characterized by thick bundles of fine collagen fibrils 
which are arranged in a woven or interlaced pattern. As 
the bone matures, these fibrils will become rearranged 
into an organized system of fibrils in parallel array (Ham, 
1961).
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One bioelectric effect observed in both living and 
dead bone is piezoelectricity (the generation of an elec
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trical polarization by a substance in response to mechani

i \\ ,* * ; __ ,< cal stress). In 1957 Fukada and Yasuda discovered that bone
exhibited an electrical polarization while mechanically
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deformed. Namely, a positive charge was formed on the 
convex side of the bent bone and a negative charge was

¡If ~ ^  -) f \ -V"' '. ' ■ j i.*'-' V'-'; j * ~ 1 formed on the concave side. Fukada and yasuda (1964) later
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observed the converse piezoelectric effect; the bone be
came deformed when an electric field was applied. The 
following conclusions were drawn from these studies:
1) the organic matrix of bone transforms mechanical stress 
into an electric field (the piezoelectric effect); 2) when 
an applied electrical stimulus perturbs the matrix, bone



deformation results (the converse piezoelectric effect);
3) when mechanical stress is removed from a bone, the 
original polarity is restored; 4) when an electrical 
stimulus is removed from a bone, the original position of 
the bone is resumed. Although the precise origin and na
ture of the piezoelectric effect in bone is unknown, it 
has been observed that the presence of collagen in the 
matrix is essential for the piezoelectric response, 
(Williams, 1974).

Bassett et al., (1964) proposed that mechanical 
forces influence bone architecture by producing electrical 
signals in the organic matrix; these signals then stimu
late bone remodeling. In vivo experiments have confirmed 
Bassett's work and have demonstrated that electrical stimu
lation can modify bone morphology. Namely, when voltage is 
applied to an undeformed bone, osteogenesis occurs at the 
cathode while osteoporosis is observed at the anode (Bourne, 
1971). Furthermore, weak electrical currents on the order 
of microamperes have been used to repair fractures, to con
trol disuse resorption, and to initiate bone growth 
(Williams, 1972; Harris, 19*77) . There is even a change

s*

observed in osteocyte cAMP levels which corresponds to 
electrical and mechanical perturbation preceding bone re
modeling (Norton, 1977).

Castillo (1974) and White (1976) employed holo
graphic interferometry as an experimental technique to 
measure bone displacement induced by an applied voltage.



With this technique it is possible to observe and measure 
small changes in an object's position. Castillo demon
strated that dried bone responds to an applied voltage in 
a dose-dependent manner; that is, an increase in voltage 
corresponded to an increase in bone displacement. The 
change in position of the bone's surface in response to 
stimulation was attributed to the converse piezoelectric
nature of bone. The surface displacement of bone Qccurred

/
immediately upon stimulation; moreover, displacement in
creased with time. It also was observed that following 
short intervals of electrical stimulation, the bone re
turned to its original position (White, 1976).

In the study described herein, freshly excised 
adult and juvenile rat tibiae were electrically stimulated 
at various voltages; concomitantly, the direction and mag
nitude of displacement were measured. Since adult and 
juvenile bones are morphologically and physiologically 
distinct, any differences observed in their displacement 
values could then be attributed to differences in the 
ability of their organic matrices to elicit the piezo
electric response. „



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN* >
i Bone Sample Preparation
Bone samples were obtained from five adult .female

/and five female juvenile white laboratory rats using the
i J

following procedure: animals were sacrificed individually
by nembutol overdose; the left tibia was removed surgically; 
ligaments, tendons, and periosteum were removed from the 
shaft arid epiphysis of the tibia proximal to the knee joint; 
the surface of the bone was cleansed gently with physio- 
logical saline and dried with an absorbent tissue. Imme
diately after the bone sample had been prepared, electro- 
conductant (EKG) paste was applied to the area of electrode 
attachment to insure bone-electrode contact and two copper 
electrodes were looped around the transverse axis of the 
tibia at the junction between the epiphysis and shaft.
The electrodes were placed 5 to 6 mm apart and were con
nected to a voltage-variable power source in such a way 
that the anode was proximal to the epiphysis. The foot and 
distal end of the tibia were mounted in a vise, fixing it 
in position but leaving the proximal end of the bone free 
to move (Figure 1). Moreover, since this experiment was 
designed to measure bone deformation in fresh bone, all

6
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samples were secured, processed, electrically stimulated, 
and holographed within one hour after the animal's death.

Holographic Arrangement
A hologram of an object is formed by the super

position of two wavefronts on photographic film. The light
*

used to record a hologram must be both coherent and mono
chromatic in order that high contrast interference fringes 
can; be formed in a photographic emulsion. A laser is used 
as a light source since the light is monochromatic and co
herent. A hologram is made by splitting a laser beam into 
an object beam and a reference beam. The object beam il
luminates the object and the reference beam illuminates 
the film. Light that is scattered from the object inter
feres with the reference beam's coherent wavefront. The 
two fronts, object and reference, are combined at the photo
graphic film plane. The superposition of the two beams 
results in a fringe pattern which is recorded on the photo
graphic film, thus■producing a hologram. Illumination of 
the processed hologram with the original reference beam 
gives a reconstructed wavefront as if it had come from the 
original object. The observer of the reconstructed wave- 
fronts sees an object in a true three-dimensional form, com
plete with parallax and field depth (Cathey, 1974).

The experimental components for the holographic 
arrangement are seen in Figure 2. These components are a 
"15 milliwatt helium-neon laser, an electronic shutter, a
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Figure 2. Arrangement of laser and components.
This illustration is for clarification of the basic arrange
ment used for the proposed experiment. Components involved 
are: helium neon laser, a vibration isolation table, two
spatial filters, one beam splitter, three front surface 
mirrors to direct the beam where desired, specimen table, 
and hologram plate.
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variable beam splitter, three front surface mirrors, and 
two spatial filters. These components are fixed to a steel 
vibration isolation table. Photographic film plates are 
used to record the hologram. Each film plate is developed 
following the double exposure of the object (bone) and the 
film, The optical path length of the object and reference 
beams áre kept as equal as possible. This is not a neces
sary condition as long as the difference is less than or

sequal to the coherent length of the laser; namely, approxi- 
mately 20 centimeters.

In the experiments performed here, the tibia was 
placed 10 centimeters from the film. For the juvenile 
samples a biconvex lens was placed in front of the tibia 
to enlarge the image on the reconstructed hologram (expo
sures were made as described in "Experimental Procedure"). 
The photographic emulsion used was Agfa-Gevaert 10E75 on 
4" X 5" glass plate with an anti-halation backing. The 
film was mounted securely in place in a film holder in a 
dark room just prior to exposure. Agfa-Gevaert 10E75 film 
plates were developed by placing them in Kodak D-19 
developer for 5 minutes, a stop bath for 30 seconds, and 
Kodak Rapid Fixer with hardener for 5 minutes. After com
pleting this process the plates were washed for 10 minutes 
in running water and air-dried.
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Holographic Analysis
Double exposure holographic interferometry was the 

experimental method used to obtain measurements of bone 
deformation. Essentially this method consists of recording

í 1 - í two successive holographic exposures on the same film of
* *■ 'ir'- \J  >'« „ <-

an object in two different positions. The first exposure
i

is recorded, then stress is applied to the object. A second
» f T/ ( V
f V1 ̂  5- exposure is then taken on the same film. A reconstruction
A ' * ' ’.t r> 11 A ,

iof the hologram shows two wavefronts of the object each,
" >  í'’^c ! '

Í
having a distinct optical path. Dark interference lines

' . > ’
which cross the surface of the reconstructed object result
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from a, change in the object's wavefront between exposures. 
The fringe lines represent a change in position of the ob-
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ject between the first and second exposure. If the angle 
of observation is changed while the hologram is viewed,
the location of the interference lines changes with respect

!

1 to the observer. The fringe lines seen can be related to 
the displacement of the object between the two exposures.

Aleksandrov and Bonch-Bruevich (1967) developed a 
procedure for interpretation of the fringe patterns ob
served on a doubly-exposed hologram. This„process involves 
observing the direction and number of fringes crossing a 
surface point on the bone. Fringe movement can be esti
mated to within approximately two-tenths of the width of 
a fringe. The points of observation used in this experi
ment are seen in Figúre 3. The direction of fringe motion 

'is assigned positive and negative values with respect to
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Figure 3. Points of observation where observer is 
■ normal to hologram plate. This illustration points out a 

sequence of four observations in the plane of the hologram
plate. Each observation,^.origin, .0. from P^ to P9, passes through the2 '



The geometri-the observer's frame of reference P^ to P£. 
cal layout of the object and hologram coordinates for a 
particular point on the object's surface are seen in 
Figure 4. A mathematical and geometrical interpretation 
of the ¡vectors seen in Figure 4 were discussed in detail 
by Castillo (1974) and White (1976). A computer program

I
was used to determine the magnitude and direction of bone 
displacement (see Appendix I) . *

1 Experimental Procedure
A series of four double exposure holograms were 

made of each sample: the first hologram served as a con
trol with,no voltage applied; the second, third and fourth 
holograms were made in sequential voltage order from 
lowest to highest. Double exposure holograms were made 
of adult tibias when subjected to 100, 150, and 200 volts, 
while juvenile tibias were subjected to 15, 30, and 50 
volts. Preliminary experiments revealed that the fringe 
patterns were consistent for the voltage increment applied 
when the samples were electrically stimulated prior to the 
first exposure. The period of electrical stimulation was 
30 seconds for the adult samples and 20 seconds for the 
juvenile samples. Stimulation times of 20 seconds at 15 v 
and 30 seconds at 100 v were necessary to produce a detec
table displacement in the juvenile and adult samples, 
.respectively. Immediately following stimulation the first 
exposure was made and the electrodes were shorted. A
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Z

Figure 4. Geometrical layout for observations. The origin O’ is located at the 
point of interest on the image of the particular surface. The origin 0 is located in the 
plane of the hologram by the intersection x' with that plane. The point O' is observed 
from the direction O'Pi to 0'P2 with the number of fringe shifts counted while going from 
the direction 0 Pi to 0 P2. The unit vectors ni and n2 are to be resolved into their 
components along the x, y, and z directions in terms of the angles 0i, 02'°*1» and **2* H>t>.
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second exposure was made 30 seconds after the first ex
posure with the electrodes shorted for all samples. Thus, 
the adult samples had a longer stimulation time at higher 
voltages than the juvenile samples. After the voltage was 
applied to a sample a seven minute period elapsed with the 
electrodes shorted. This procedure insured that the sur
face of the bone returned to its initial position before 
proceeding to the next voltage increment.

; In order to determine the direction of bone dis-i
placement a double exposure hologram was made of a plastic 
bar mounted on a micrometer. Between the first and second 
exposures a 20 micron displacement away from the film 
plate was made. The direction of fringe motion on the plas
tic bar served as a reference to determine the true direc
tion of bone displacement.



CHAPTER III

1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1.'Double exposure holograms that were reconstructed 

exhibited interference fringes when the bone sample .was 
subjected to an applied voltage (Figures 5 and 6). Control 
bone,samples which were not electrically stimulated had no 
fringe patterns, indicating no bone displacement occurred 
as a result of either mounting the sample into the vise or 
of the attachment of the electrodes. As indicated in 
Figures 5 and 6, interference fringes were few in number 
and had a large band width in the juvenile and adult sam
ples which were stimulated with low voltages (15 v and 
100 v, respectively). Such fringes indicate a small change 
in the position of the bone surface. On the other hand, 
samples stimulated with the highest voltage increments 
(50 v in juvenile and 200 v in adult samples) exhibited 
numerous fringe lines with a harrow band width, indicating 
a greater displacement than occurred at the lower voltages. 
As expected, the application of voltages at the inter
mediate level (30 v in juvenile and 150 v in adult samples) 
resulted in an intermediate band width when compared to 
low and high voltage classes. Tables 1 and 2 are records 
of the number of fringes that passed through the point
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!> ' ' ' ( Figure 6. Photographs of reconstructed double 
||ri> exposure holograms of a juvenile rat tibia. The bone seen 

in A was a control with no voltage applied. Photographs B, 
. C, and D show a bone stimulated with 15 v, 30 v, and 50 v 
^respectively.
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Table 1.— Data for calculated displacement of adult bone

surface*

Number of Fringes per Adult Sample
Voltage Observation** 1 2 3 4 5
100 v ; Horizontal 0.5 0.7 0.9 L

O•

O LO•

O

■ 45 Degrees 0.5 0.3 G
\•

O 0.5 O • Ul

Vertical O • u> 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.0
Y

0.01

\ „

120 Degrees 0 • O
J 0.2 0.2 0.5

150 v ■ Horizontal 3.0 O• 3.0 3.0 5.0
45 Degrees • 0 2.0 I

O • O O• O
•
«3«

, , Vertical 1.0 H • O O•O 0.0 2.0
1 120 Degrees 1. 0 O

•

H 1.0 2.0 O
•

H

200 v Horizontal 0
•

00 7.0 8.0 6.0 O
•

45 Degrees • 0 O• 5.0 O• 3.0
, )r 1 Vertical 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 to • 0

' .
„ 1: ,f f > f >■ rf .*« -

120 Degree 4.0 1.0 3.0 O
•

O 0
•

m

*Duration of voltage application: 30 seconds.
**The four directions of observation (P, to P2), as well 
as the number and direction of fringes which pass through 
the site measured on the bone, surface, are included in 
this table for each voltage applied. »

-c- „ «
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Table 2.— Data for calculated displacement of juvenile bone

surface*

Number of Fringes per Juvenile Sample
Voltage Observation* ** 1 2 3 4 5
15 v

/
1 Horizontal 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7
45 Degrees 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.2
Vertical -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 -0.5

}
*
\ .

120 Degrees 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.0 0.2

30 v 1 Horizontal 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.4
45 Degrees 5.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 2.0

,, Vertical 0.0 - 1.0 0.0 -2.0 O•H1

i 120 Degrees 2.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 3.0

50 v Horizontal 6.0 8.0 6.5 9.0 6.0
45 Degrees 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0
Vertical -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -2.5
120 Degrees 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.0

*Duration of voltage application: 20 seconds.
**The four directions of observation (P, to P2), as well as 
the number and direction of fringes which pass through 
the site measured on the bone, surface, are included in 
this table for each voltage applied.

r #4 „ "i 1 f

ii
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,'f,

4

';l ¡1lit¡;jf

m
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observed on the reconstructed surface when changing the 
direction of observation through the hologram from P^ to 
P 2 - It was observed that when the electrical polarity was 
reversed, the fringes moved in opposite directions with 
respect to P^ to P2 , indicating the effect was electrical 
rather than thermal.

A mathematical interpretation of interference
fringes was used to determine the magnitude and directioni
of ¿one displacement in response to an applied voltage. 
Equation 1 represents the basic equation used to relate 
surface displacement on the reconstructed image to the 
observed fringe shifts when the angle of observation is 
changed.

(1) Ar • An = + kA

Ar represents the surface displacement vector.
An represents the difference in the unit vector 

(An = ¿2 - n^) corresponding to a change in the direction 
of observation.

± k is the number of fringes passing the point on 
the surface being observed in moving from P^ to P2 with the 
+ or - sign indicating the direction of fringe movement.

A is the wavelength of the laser (632.8 nm) .



The components of the unit vector are:

for P1 nlx — n cos C
D H

niy = n sin
e i

cos
n..lz = n sin

e i
sin

for P2 2x = n cos C
D

to

n2y = n sin C
N

C
D cos o«. 2

n2z = n sin C
N

C
D sin

where n = 1

The above was repeated for each of the four obser
vations (horizontal, 45 degrees, vertical, and 120 degrees; 
see Appendix II for calculations). An, the change in the 
unit vector, n is given by:

Anx
AnY
Anz

n2x
n 02y

n ,lx
n.iy
n ,lz

The components of An for each observation comprise the ele
ments of a matrix which, along with kA, are used to estimate 
the displacement vector components. A tabulation of results 
for the various An and i kA are given in Tables 3, 4, 5, 
and 6 for the observed surface displacement of the bones.

The fringe shifts, on the plastic bar moved from 
to when displaced; likewise, the bone samples measured 
exhibited the same direction of fringe motion. However, 
the plastic bar was actually moved in the direction opposite



Table 3a.--Unit vector components of adult bone surface

Vector Components
Observation An * An * An *x y z
Horizontal -0.014 0.770 0.000
45 Degrees _ -0.070 0.695 0.695
Vertical -0.075 0.000 1.268
120 Degrees

/
-0.102 0.580 0.557

1 r

Table 3b.— Unit vector components of juvenile bone surface

Vector Components
Observation An **

X
An **_ y ..... _An ** z

Horizontal -0.019 0.893 0.000
45 Degrees ' -0.093 0.475 0.475
Vertical -0.102 0.000 0.311
120 Degrees ■ -0.133 0.373 0.640

*The Anx, An , and An are the same for samples stimulated
with 100 v,^150 v, and 200 v.
**The Anx, Any, and 
with 15 v, 30 v ,

. An.-, 
and2

are the same 
50 v.

for samples stimulated



Table 4.— Calculated data for displacement of adult bone 
surface

Displacement Vector Components
Sample Number

Voltage Vector 1 2 3 4 5

100 v , rl 3.3 5.1 9.6 0.8 7.1

r2 0.7 0.9 1.4 0.6 0.9
s r3 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.4
*\ „1, r * yz 0.8 0.9 1.6 0.7 1.0

150 v rl 34.2 35.6 24.2 10.2 59.8

r2 5.1 5.1 4.7 4.9 7.3
i r3 3.0 2.6 1.6 0.9 5.0

r * yz 5.9 5.7 4.9 5.0 8.8

200 v rl 34.8 79.6 51.6 93.7 38.8
. r2 9.2 9.5 10.4 8.7 8.0

r3 3.0 6.0 3.5 7.6 3.2
a- *r * yz 9.7 11.2 11.0 11.5 8.6

*The computed displacement value for each experiment in
microns.
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Table 5.— Calculated data for displacement of juvenile bone 

surface

Displacement Vector Components
Sample Number

Voltage • ' Vector 1 2 3 4 5
15 v , rl . 6.1 9.3 1.2 0.2 9.3

r2 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0
f
t r3 1.5 3.7 1.2 0.8 1.5
s r. r * yz 2.1 3.8 1.7 0.9 2.1

30 v rl 25.3 41.5 21. 7 54.9 32.5
■ r2 5.3 4.3 5.0 4.7 4.1

i ' r3 7. 2 10.0 6.8 11.1 8.0
•Ar * yz 8.9 10.9 8.4 12.0 8.9

>OLO rl 71.1 66.7 67.9 65.0 59.9

,r2 8.3 10.5 8.7 11.5 8.0

r3 13.4 11.7 12.4 11. 6 11.4
r * yz , 15.8 15.7 15.1 16.3 13.9

*The computed displacement value for each experiment in
microns.
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Table 6.— Average values for adult and juvenile bone 

displacement*

Adult Juvenile
Voltage Displacement Voltage Displacement

100 V J
j

1.0 + 0.3 15 V 2.1 + 0.7

150
i

V • 6.1 + 1.1 30 V 9.8 + 1.3

200
v i

10.4 + 1.2 50 V 15.4 + 0.8
' t

*The average values for bone displacement (in microns) and 
standard deviation are listed for each voltage increment 
used.'



to fringe movement. Hence, it was determined that the 
actual direction of bone displacement was in the P^ to P-̂ 
direction in the yz-planes. The x-component of Ar had a 
large uncertainty with regard to bone displacement since 
all the fringe observation points were in the yz-planes; 
thus it was omitted.

2 7
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CHAPTER IV
( i CONCLUSIONS

The magnitude and direction of bone displacement in
response to electrical stimulation was assessed for adult

*
i

and juvenile tibias. The juvenile bone samples exhibited 
a greater degree of displacement at significantly lower 
voltages than the adult samples. This phenomenon supports 
the idea that collagen is the source of the piezoelectric 
effect iA bone since the juvenile bones have a proportion
ately higher ratio of collagen to inorganic salts than the 
adult bones. In all cases the amount of bone displacement 
increased when the sample was subjected to a larger vol-

i

tage. The direction of bone displacement is dependent on 
the arrangement of the electrodes since the displacement 
direction was reversed when the polarity was reversed.
This experiment revealed the ordered nature of the piezo
electric effect in bone; that is: 1) an electrical
stimulation produces a sight change in the surface position 
of the bone; 2) the resulting change is dependent on the 
morphological state of the bone (mature or immature);
3) an increase in the voltage results in an increase in 
surface displacement; 4) the displacement direction is 
dependent upon electrical polarity.
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This research demonstrates that a short-term applied 

voltage temporarily realigns the bone surface, presumably 
by reorienting the intramolecular bonds of collagen. It 
would be interesting to investigate the effects of long 
term bone displacement in response to an applied voltage.
In such an investigation it would be useful to assess the

i

accompanying change in the external and internal archi
tecture of the bone. An investigation of this type‘could

f
Ì

eventually lead tp a clinical application whereby a desired 
structural change in the bone's morphology could be accom
plished.

. !

I



APPENDIX I

i

Programmed Solution for a Set 
of

Linearly Independent Nonhomogeneous Equations



DIM A (3,3) , B (3) , R(3), W(3,3), X(4,3), Y(4), Z(3,4)
FOR K=1 TO 4
PRINT "ENTER ELEMENTS OF ROW "K;" FOR MATRIX X(I,J)";
INPUT X(K,1), X(K,2), X(K,3)
NEXT E 
PRINT'
PRINT
PRINT "MATRIX X"

i/
MAT vEjRINT X 
FOR K=1 TO 4
PRINT "ENTER ELEMENT #K;" FOR THE COLUMN VECTOR Y(I)";
INPUT Y(K)
NEXT it
PRINT "MATRIX Y"
MAT PRINT Y 
MAT X=TRN (X)
MAT W=Z*X,
MAT A=INV(W)
MAT B=Z*Y 
MAT R=A*B 
PRINT "Rl="R(1)
PRINT "R2="R(2)
PRINT "R3="R(3)
PRINT
PRINT "PRINT OUT EXTRA MATRICES? 1=YES 0=NO"
INPUT P

31

IF P=0, THEN 381



PRINT "MATRIX A"
MAT PRINT A
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "MATRIX B"
MAT PRltiT Bi
PRINT '
PRINT ;

t

PRINT ^'MATRIX W"
MAT PRINT W 
PRINT 
PRINT ■
PRINT "MATRIX Z"
MAT PRINT Z
PRING "WANT TO DO IT AGAIN? 1=YES 
INPUT Q

0=NO "

IF Q=1, THEN 110



APPENDIX II

Calculations for Adult and Juvenile 
Vector Components 

for each Observation



CALCULATIONS FOR THE ADULT VECTOR COMPONENTS

A. Horizontal Components of An^, An , and Anz

Anx -

nlx = n cos 0̂ n2x = n 003 e2 Anx = n2x nTlx
_ 4.5 cm _ 5.0 cm 0.915 - 0.92911.3 cm - 11.3 cm
= 0.929' = 0.915 s -0.014

An

niy = n sin 0^ cos n2y = n sin 02 cos ©<.
X Any

= n2y ' n,iy
_ 4.5 cm (-1) _ 5.0 cm (1) 0.40 -■ (-0.37)

\~ 11.3 cm 11.3 cm
= -0.37 = 0.40 = 0.770

Anz
If

nlz = n sin 0^ sin n~ = n sin 0_ 2 z 2 sin **2 . Anz = n2z nTIz
_ 5.0 cm (0) _ 4.5 cm (0) r= 0.0 - 0.011.3 cm 11.3 cm

0.0 0.0 0.0 u>>t.



B. 45 Degree Components of An , An , and An

nix = n cos 01
_ 2.0 cm

11.3 cm
= 0.985

n2x = n cos 02
= 5.0 cm

11.3 cm
= 0.915

Anx = n2x " nlx
= 0.915 - 0.985

= 0.07

niy n sin
2.0 cm 

11.3 cm

cos

(-.707)

= -0.123

n sin 02 cos°<2
5.0 cm 

11.3 cm (. 707)

= 0.572

AnY = n2y ' nly
=' 0.572 - (-0.123)

= 0.695
Anz
nlz n sin e1 sin©^

2.0 cm 
11.3 cm (-.707

n2z = n sin ®2 sin * * 2

5.0 cm 
11.3 cm (.707)

= -0.123 0.572

An = n„ - n, z 2z lz
= 0.572 - (-0.123) 

= 0.695
00Ui



C. Vertical Components of An , An , and Anx y z

Anx
nlx = n cos

_ 1.5 cm
11.3 cm

= 0.99

n2x = n cos 0,
_ 5.Q cm

11.3 cm
= 0.915

Anx = n2x ' nlx
0.915 - 0.99

= -0.075

An

nly = n sin Q ± cos °<.
1.5 cm 

11.3 cm
0.0

(0 )

n2y n sin e2 cos'
5.0 cm 

11.3 cm
0.0

(1)

Any = n2y - niy 
=  0.0  -  0.0

= 0.0

An,

nlz n sin 0  ̂sinc*^
_ 1.5 cm

11.3 cm
= 0.680

(1 )

n2z n sin 02 sin»-̂
_ 5.0 cm

11.3 cm
=  0 . 202

(1 )

An„ = n„ - n, z 2z lz
= 0.202 - (-0.68)

= 0.802 ,
u>
a\



11.3 cm 
= 0.985

AnX
niy n sin 0^ cos«^

2.0 cm , c. 
11.3 cm
-0.349

Anz
nlz n sin 0^ sino<-̂

2.0 cm 
11.3 cm (-0 .866)

n2z

0.151

and Anz

= n cos 0,
6.0 cm 

11.3 cm
= 0.883

Anx = n2x " nlx
= .0883 - 0.985

=  - 0.102

n sin 02 sine*2
6.0 cm .

11.3 cm ( ' b )

0.234

An = n„ - n.Y 2y ly
= 0.234 - (-0.349) 

= 0.583

n sin ©2 sin c<2
6.0 cm 

11.3 cm ( 0 . 866 )

0.406

Anz = n2z nlz
= 0,406 - (-0.151)

= 0.557

U)



CALCULATIONS FOR THE JUVENILE VECTOR COMPONENTS

A. Horizontal Components of An^, £> and Anz
An

X

-
- -

'* ' w

nTlx = n cos 6^ n~ = 2x n cos 02 Anx = n2x rulx
= 4.5 cm

9.5 cm = 5.0 cm 
9.5 cm = 0.885 - 0.904

= 0.904 = 0.885 = -0.019 K

niy = n sin 0^ cos <o<̂ nn =2y n sin 02 cos©<2
Any

= n„2y n,ly
= 5.0 cm n . 

9.5 cm u; = 4.5 cm . 1.
9.5 cm 1 1; = 0.428 - (-0.465)

= 0.465 = 0.428 = 0.893

Anz

nlz n sin 0^ sin IINCM

£ n sin 0 2 sin o i.^ Anz = n2z n ilz
= 5.0 cm ( 

9.5 cm = 4.5 cm . .
9.5 cm = 0.0 - 0.0

= 0.0 =5 0.0 = 0.0 U)00

su:



B. 45 Degree Components of An , An , and Anx y z

Anx
nlx = n cos 0.

_ 2.0 cm 
9.5 cm

= 0.978

n2x = n cos 0.
_ 5.0 cm 

9.5 cm
= 0.885

Anx = n2x " nlx
= 0.885 - 0,

= -0.093

An

niy n sin 0  ̂cos°<^
_ 2.0 cm 

9.5 cm
= -0.146

(-.707)

n2y n sin 02 cos«=*2
5.0 cm 
9.5 cm
0.329

(.707)
An = n» - n.Y 2y ly

= 0.329 - (-

0.475

An,

nlz = n sin 0  ̂ sincrt,̂

= IrrlS <-'707>
= -0.146

n2z n s m  02 s m o <2
_ 5 .0 cm 

9.5 cm
= 0.329

(.707)

An = n0 - n. z 2z lz
= 0.329 - (-

= 0.475

978

0.146)

0.146)

U)vd



c. Vertical Components of An^, An , and An• y z
An

X

n.lx = n cos 0̂ n2x = n cos 02 = n2x n,lx
= 1.5 cm

9.5 cm = 5.0 cm 
9.5 cm = 0.855 - 0

= 0.987 = 0.855 = -0.102

An
y

-

n-ly = n sin 0^ cos n2y = n sin 02 coscs^ Any = n~2y niiy
= 1 • 5 CItl (0) 9.5 cm 'u' = 5.0 cm ,nx 

9.5 = 0.0 - 0.0
= 0.0 = 0.0 = 0.0

Anz

nlz = n sin 0. sin<̂ C.1 1 * n2z = n sin ©2 sinc<2 Anz = n„2z nilz
= 1.5 cm ,.»

9.5 cm u; = 5.0 cm
9.5 cm = 0.233 - (

987

0.078)
-0.078 0.233 0.311



D. 120 Degree Components of Anx , An , and Anz

An
X

nlx = n cos 9.
_ 2.0 cm 

9.5 cm
= 0.978

n2x = n cos 6,
_ 6.0 cm 

9.5 cm
= 0.845

nx n2x " nlx
= 0.845 - 0.978

-0.133

An
J L

niy n sin 0̂  cosC<^
_ 2.0 cm 

9.5 cm
= -0.103

(-.5)

ri2y = n sin ©2 sino<-2
_ 6.0 cm 

9.5 cm
= 0.27

(.5)

An„ = n„ n.Y 2y - ly
= 0.27 - (-0.103)

0.373

An

nlz n sin 0̂  sinoi^
2.0 cm 
9.5 cm
-0.178

(-.866)

n2z n sin 02 sino¿2
6.0 cm 
9.5 cm

= 0.462

( . 866 )

nz n2z " nlz
= 0.462 - (-0.178)

= 0.640
.e*H1
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